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applation applied by the vulgar to the star [c] bright gleam of dawn; (L;) the dawn that rises
upon the tailof the constelationDdephinus. (¥gzw.) and spreads, (A, L, Msb,*) fdling the horizon
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A tall [tent such as is called] J. 1. [So
in a copy of the A. [Perhaps a mistranscription
for a,
q.v.]) See also
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applied to a tent, e&t
up with poles:
(O, . :) occurring in a venre of [thie Mo'allaklahl
of] Tarafch [p. 88 in the EM]. (O. [See also
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"
and ..[S and
used by the Christian Arabs, meaning A baptist.]
;,.a. applied to a thing that presses heavily,
such as a roof, Held [up, or supported,] by
columns: differing from .~
[q. v.]. (TAiu
art. ,e.)
Also A person resorted to in cases
of need. (A.) .See
also
s, in two place.
Lij.a.il, thus correctly, as in the 'Iniyeh,
without teshdecd to the j, but in the copies of
the ]C with teshdeed, [and so in the O; held by
some to be of Arabic origin, but by others, of
Syriac;] said by EFy-owlee to be an arabicized
, with the pointed 1, signifyword, from a.
ing ;jt
lJ [app. as meaning "ablution," or
"purification"]; (TA;) [Baptism: and baptismal water; expl. as signifying] a yellow water,
pertaining to the Chritians, (O, , TA,) consecrated by what is recitedover it fromt the Gospd,
(TA,) in rwhich they dip their childe, believing
that is is a purification to them, like circumcition
to others. (0, V, TA.) [See also '~..]
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